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Activities on Smart City

Smart City Seminar @Bangkok

Seminar of the “New Clark City with Japan” @Philippines
MOU with UNDP

Smart City Showcase @Singapore
ASEAN-JAPAN Partnership Projects for Social Innovation

Innovation \( \times \) Partnership \( = \) Solutions for Social Problems

JETRO

Demonstration Projects

Stakeholders

Collaborative Innovation will provide solutions for…
Specific Projects for Solving Social Challenges

PT BUKALAPAK.COM × OPENLOGI Inc.

PT Bumi Investco Energi PT Tirta Daya Nusantara × Chodai Co., LTD.

Logistic platform

Operation & management of hydroelectric power
On June 15, 2018, in the fifth meeting of the SDGs Promotion Headquarters,
- The Expanded SDGs Action Plan 2018 was approved, and
- 29 SDGs Future Cities and 10 model projects were announced

We will prioritize the SDGs as a main pillar of our national strategy for creating Japan’s future.--------

Japan will shape the future of the world through the promotion of the implementation of the SDGs.
Creating Social Good through Collaborative Innovation